UNIKAT GE Truck

Fast track to
the terminal

Convenient electronic pre-registration
and slot booking with UNIKAT GE Truck!
ConTainer TruCkinG

Waiting times at the container terminals of German
seaports can currently be reduced. The electronic
pre-registration service can now be used easily by
all truckers.

Electronic pre-registration –
fast track clearance
If you don‘t want to spend ages in the doctor‘s waiting room, you make an appointment. With no appointment, you have to wait your turn. That makes
perfect sense. This principle also applies to the bottle-neck at the terminal during container import
and export. At the terminals of the Port of Hamburg
alone, an average of more than 10,000 containers
per day are moved by truck.
Many truckers still arrive without having pre-registered. Starting in mid-2016, this will no longer be
possible with the implementation of the electronic
pre-registration and slot booking process at the
Port of Hamburg. Choose UNIKAT GE Truck now,
and you can start benefiting from shorter waiting
times today.
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The solution for haulage companies
DAKOSY has developed the internet-based software UNIKAT GE Truck in close coordination with
the port industries. The software facilitates the
efficiency of clearance processes at the terminals
for port customers. It also integrates and conforms
to the new terminal requirements such as electronic pre-registration and slot booking.
UNIKAT GE Truck is designed for both truckers
with their own fleet and self-employed drivers.
The browser-based software can be used on PCs,
laptops, tablets and smartphones.

UNIKAT GE Truck – the software
for dispatch centers
The planning and execution of container transports
is a major part of everyday working life for dispatchers
of large haulage companies. They rely on precise
status information in order to plan efficiently. UNIKAT
GE Truck supports them electronically in their planning and scheduling at the terminals as well as with
customs clearance. Each transport order is recorded
by UNIKAT GE Truck and sent to the terminals, which
immediately send back the latest status information.
This information also includes any pre-registration
errors such as wrong container data or missing release data.
The status information allows the dispatcher to precisely plan transports. A Transport Booking item is created for each transport and sent to the relevant terminal. The Transport Booking item includes transport
details such as the driver‘s planned time of arrival.
The terminals can use this information to plan in advance and on time. They issue the trucker with a tour
plan number that allows the vehicle to pass the interchange area quickly and ensures a smooth clearance
process. This in turn minimizes empty tours, incorrect
runs and unnecessary waiting time at the terminals.

An app for self-employed drivers
The app for smartphones and tablets is aimed primarily at self-employed drivers. The driver can register
the data in a few simple steps and send it to the terminal. The terminal will notify them immediately
when the import container is available. The pre-registration process also makes the export clearance
process easier and therefore faster. Drivers with
pre-registered transports do not have to stop at the
self-service terminals to record the data separately.
UNIKAT GE Truck customers can simply pass through
the interchange.
The app is available in five languages:
German, English, Danish, Czech and Polish.

Automatic application
for change of depository
Another helpful feature is the automatic filing of a
change of depository. In the port, transfers within
a customs office district are often necessary, and
the terminal can only discharge a container when
its obligation for warehousing it has been released.
Such transfers require the filing of a so-called
ATLAS change of depository, which must occur before the container can picked up at the terminal.
UNIKAT GE Truck supports this customs process
through the seamless connection with DAKOSY’s
customs software ZODIAK. As soon as the depository notification from ATLAS is available, the tour
plan can be drawn up and sent to the terminal and
the container can be picked up.

Please note:
Electronic pre-registration at the terminals
at the Port of Hamburg (CTA, CTB, CTT and
EUK) is still voluntary. In mid-2016 the preregistration and also the slot booking will
become mandatory.

With UNIKAT GE Truck you can easily meet all the
terminal requirements and already enjoy preferential clearance today.
Please ask us about the possible uses and versions
of UNIKAT GE Truck to ensure that the solution
provides maximum efficiency for your company.
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